RED CENTRE TOURS
& BEYOND

It’s a vast and remarkable outback, take a detour, avoid the crowd
and discover what’s really out there.

RED CENTRE TOURS & BEYOND

OZTRAX offers a range of tours that take you
to lesser known, not as busy but equally as
spectacular places, incorporating history, heritage,
art, wildlife and local wisdom.
From two-day camping trips to two-week odysseys,
explore Australia’s wild heart - without the tourists.
Check out our all-new Beyond the Red Centre tours
and book your outback adventure today.

INDIGENOUS ARTS – TWO DAY TOUR
Rich with colour, texture, form and beauty,
this tour is just as much about human
creativity as it is the landscape that inspires it.

HIGHLIGHTS

Papunya – the birthplace of dot painting
Ikuntji/Haasts Bluff – picturesque ranges
Rwetyepme/Redbank Gorge (time permitting)
Glen Helen Gorge – Towering sandstone walls
Tnorola/Gosses Bluff – Ancient meteorite crater
Ntaria/Hermannsberg – Home of Albert Namatijira
Kathleen Buzzacotts Gallery – optional tour
(see further information)

DAY ONE

After picking you up in Alice Springs, it’s straight into outback
scenery for your personal Art Trail Tour. Following the Stuart
Highway, Tanami Road and Gary Junction Road, we’ll arrive in
Papunya, approximately 240kms north-west of Alice Springs.
This is the birthplace of Western Desert dot painting. The artists
have become known for their strong line-work and developing
new ways to tell old stories. Travelling onto Ikuntji/Haasts Bluff
you’ll be spoiled for inspiration. The landscape is equally as
beautiful, with the Haasts Bluff region famous for its vivid blue
skies and red earth. Then it’s onwards to Rwetyepme/ Redbank
Gorge (time permitting), a sacred and spectacular site in the
West MacDonnell Ranges, before making Glen Helen Gorge – a
wildlife haven - our home for the night.

DAY TWO

First up, Tyler’s lookout, for sweeping views across
Tnorala/Gosse Bluff - an early Cretaceous impact crater. A
Western Arrernte story attributes its origins to a cosmic
impact. Then onto Hermannsburg (Ntaria), brimming with
history and home of Albert Namatjira - acclaimed landscape
painter. After lunch we’ll visit Hermannsburg Potters Gallery
and the Hermannsburg Historic Precinct, an old Lutheran
Mission and have a glimpse of early pioneering life.
We’ll then make our way to Kathleen Buzzacott’s Gallery.
You’ll have the option to participate in a traditional
jewellery making and herb workshop (25% off for tour
members). See the info box for more details.

Optional addition - Kathleen Buzzacott’s Art Gallery.

Located in Arrernte Country, Aboriginal traditional owners
invite you to visit this beautiful place and participate in a
Yia Nuka Aboriginal culture experience; meaning ‘My
Story’. You’ll be treated to a bush-tucker-infused afternoon
tea and storytelling by Kathleen, then create your own
Aboriginal bracelet or keyring using seeds collected by
Kathleen’s Aunties from remote communities throughout
Central Australia. The studio is a fully owned, controlled
and operated Aboriginal Family Enterprise.
TOUR PRICE $550 pp
Kathleen Buzzacott workshop – optional extra $78.75
Minimum size : 2 people
* We tailor each trip to you, so prices are approximate. Get in touch for an individual quote.

ART, WILDLIFE + OFF ROAD - TWO DAY TOUR (extendable)
A feast for the eyes, take in Aussie art, scenery
and wildlife – historic meteor sites and real
adventure in the outback. Cameras at the ready.

HIGHLIGHTS

Kathleen Buzzacott’s Art Gallery (tour optional)
The ancient Finke River & Gorge
Boggy Hole - a wildlife haven
4x4 adventure through the real outback
Henbury meteorite site

DAY ONE

First stop, Kathleen Buzzacott’s Art Gallery. Situated on
traditional Arrente land in the stunning West MacDonnell
Ranges the tour is optional. Kathleen will teach you how to
make your own piece of jewellery using local wisdom and
materials. Enjoy morning tea featuring native herb infusions
and traditional storytelling. From there it’s onto
Natria/Hermannsburg, the home of Albert Namatjira acclaimed landscape painter. We will visit Hermannsburg
Potters Gallery and the Hermannsburg Historic Precinct, an old
Lutheran Mission offering a glimpse of early pioneering life.
???LUNCH??? After our fill of art we go offroad, crossing the
spectacular Finke River, often cited as “the oldest watercourse
in world” and the Finke Gorge area, steadily making our way
towards Boggy Hole. It’s wildlife aplenty at this stunning
permanent waterhole -so out with your cameras and then we’ll
settle in for the night.

DAY TWO

Continuing along the Boggy Hole track, we’ll traverse river
beds, waterholes, through Runnings Waters, one of the few
permanent water holes, and a remote haven for assorted
wildlife. The country through this region starts with majestic
with river gums and then through red plains and sandhills
flanked by Desert Oak forests. Linking up with the Ernest
Giles Highway, we will stop to marvel at the Henbury
Meteorite Site, a mark from a meteorite travelling at over
40,000km per hour over 4,700 years ago! (time permitting).

OPTIONAL DAY THREE

Adding Angkerle/Standley Chasm to Day One touring
will offer a stroll down to the Chasm to marvel at
spectacular geological and significant cultural icon of
Central Australia.
After all of Day Two we add the stunning Rainbow Valley
for your delight. Followed by adventure through Owen
Springs before heading back to Alice Springs

2 DAY TOUR PRICE $550 pp
Kathleen Buzzacott workshop – optional extra $78.75
3 DAY TOUR PRICE $725 pp (Including Rainbow Valley,
Owen Springs and Standley Chasm)
Minimum size : 2 people
* We tailor each trip to you, so prices are approximate. Get in touch for an individual quote.

EAST MAC, GORGES + MINING HISTORY OFF ROAD – TWO DAY TOUR (extendable)
Surprisingly under rated the East MacDonnell
Ranges are nothing short of spectacular. With
all the focus being on the western side, touring
the east offers you a more intimate tour.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Yerperenye/ Emily & Jessie Gap Nature Park –
Caterpillar Dreaming
• Shimmering Ruby Gorge
• Historic Arltunga + Winnecke
• Gemstone fossicking + panning for garnets

DAY ONE

With the East MacDonnell Ranges in our sights, we’ll head to
Emily Gap (Anthwerrke), a registered sacred site. A large rock
painting depicts the caterpillar dreaming. Then onto
Corroboree Rock Conservation Reserve to view an 800 million
year old dolomite wonder that still plays a significant role
aboriginal culture today. As we continue onto Trephina Gorge
with its sheer quartzite cliffs and abundant wildlife there’s also
the largest ghost gum in Australia! Time permitting N’Dhala
Gorge Nature Park offers a cultural treasure with 6,000
individual petroglyphs, or rock carvings. The adventure
continues as we head on to set up camp in Ruby Gap Nature
Park and wake to pure outback tranquillity.

DAY TWO

The day starts with a 3km walk into Glen Annie Gorge with its
ancient riverbed, waterholes and the home of the Black

Footed Rock Wallaby. Remarkable landforms, a great
assortment of birdlife offers a photographer of any level the
chance of that unique shot. On returning we set out for
Arltunga Historic Reserve, Central Australia’s original gold
rush town - once larger than Alice Springs. Stroll around
restored ruins and vintage machinery, the restored Old Police
Station and Lockup. On the way back to Alice Springs, we’ll
detour to the disused cemetery with its distinctive
tombstone-style wooden headstones and fences.

OPTIONAL DAY THREE

Extend the adventure by camping with us overnight at
Hale River Homestead - an oasis in the outback - before
exploring the ruins of Winnecke Goldfield first mapped
around 1878. The old cemetery has a few sites bearing the
signs of the harsh conditions the outback is know for. We
drive further onto Gemtree, where fossicking for
gemstones and panning for garnets has been part of this
historic region for over a hundred years. This is highlight is
a wonderful way to finish your touring adventure.

2 DAY TOUR $550 pp*
3 DAY TOUR $700 pp** (Including Hale River Homestead
and fossicking at Gemtree)
Minimum size : 2 people
* We tailor each trip to you, so prices are approximate. Get in touch for an individual quote.
** Fossicking and panning are paid activities, separate to the tour.

CHAMBER PILLAR + RAINBOW VALLEY - ONE TO TWO DAY TOUR
A feast for the eyes, take in Aussie art, scenery
and wildlife – historic meteor sites and real
adventure in the outback. Cameras at the ready.

Rainbow Valley Conservation Reserve. With scenic sandstone
bluffs and cliffs change from ochre red to orange and purple
this is a photographers delight.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Napwerte / Ewaninga Rock Carvings
Conservation Reserve. Some of the highest
concentration of petroglyphs in the NT
• Chambers Pillar Historical Reserve
Including Castle Rock and dominating the skyline
• Rainbow Valley Conservation Reserve
A photographer’s dream
• Owen Springs Reserve
Rich in history and serenely picturesque

DAY ONE

From Alice Springs, we’ll follow the Old Ghan Line to a very
special part of the Northern Territory - Napwerte / Ewaninga
Rock Carvings Conservation Reserve. It’s a precious link to
Australia’s earliest people, featuring outstanding rock carvings
and ancient art. We trace the Old Ghan Line to the community
of Titjikala/Maryvale then enjoy adventure driving to the
towering sandstone column of Chambers Pillar that dominates
the plains and begs to be photographed. The viewing platform
offers a sweeping vista of the dunes and Castle Rock - your
camera won’t stop. After lunch, we’ll link to the Hugh River
Stock Route, travelling along the Stuart Highway and entering

PHOTOGRAPHY TIP
Chambers Pillar and Rainbow Valley come to life with light
and colour at sunset. For photography enthusiasts, camping
an extra night allows you to capture it. Ask us how.

DAY TWO

After an early morning walk and breakfast, we’ll travel to
birdwatching hotspot Lawrence Gorge in the Owen Springs
Reserve. A well-kept local secret, this reserve is rich in native
wildlife, natural beauty and territory history. Visit the Owen
Springs Homestead ruins and hawk hide before moving onto
the dramatic Angkerle/Standley Chasm (time permitting).
1 DAY TOUR $325* pp
2 DAY TOUR $550** pp
Minimum size : 2 people
* We tailor each trip to you, so prices are approximate. Get in touch for an individual quote.
** Some site entry fees may apply.

OZTRAX FAQs
Q. Do I have to be fit to go on the tour?
You must have a reasonable level of fitness to attend a tour to
ensure that you can successfully complete the activities offered
during the tour.
Q. If I have a pre-existing medical condition can I go
on the tour?
It depends what your medical condition is. Oztrax may require
you to get a certificate from your doctor that you are fit to
attend the tour. As the tours may include travel to rural and
remote undeveloped areas there will not be close access to
hospitals, medical centres or other forms of professional
medical facilities.
Q. What can I bring with me on the tour?

SANTA TERESA, RAINBOW VALLEY + THE OLD GHAN - FOUR DAY TOUR
Surprisingly under rated the East MacDonnell
Ranges are nothing short of spectacular. With
all the focus being on the western side, touring
the east offers you a more intimate tour.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Ltyentye Apurte/Santa Teresa Community
Stunning art – amazing colours
• Old Andado Station
Testament to rugged outback Australia
• Lambert’s Centre
The geographic centre of Australia
• Chamber Pillar Nature Park
Sunset and sunrise beauty
• Rainbow Valley Conservation Reserve
Stunning sandstone cliffs around a
Desert Oak haven
• Owen Springs Reserve
Mixing historic treasures with a wildlife haven

DAY ONE

From Alice Springs we set off to Ltyentye Apurte/Santa Teresa
established as a Catholic mission in the 1950’s and is home to
the East Arrernte speakers. Marrvel at Catholic Church murals
and Keringke Gallery art. We travel along the adventurous
Binns Track before making camp at Old Andado Station - a step
back in time on the edge of the Simpson Desert offering a
variety of historic treasures.

DAY TWO

You are only permitted to bring one (1) duffle bag per person
with a maximum allowance of fifty (50) litres. No suitcases will
be permitted. You will be asked to leave your excess baggage if
you do not comply with these restrictions. You will also need to
bring your own sleeping bag and other personal items.

distance from hospitals, medical centres or other forms of
professional medical facilities. There is also the risk of
dangerous or poisonous wildlife, reptiles or insects.
Q. I have dietary requirements, what do I do?
If you have any dietary requirements (namely food allergies)
you will need to disclose these in the Order Form. Oztrax
cannot guarantee that special dietary requirements will be
catered for but Oztrax may agree to you bringing a limited
amount of your own food to cater for your dietary
requirements.
Q. What is excluded from the cost of the tour?
• The tour cost will exclude:
• Any medical expenses including any ambulance costs
(whether by car, helicopter or plane);
• The cost of travel insurance;
• The cost of any meals, drinks and activities outside what is
provided for in the tour;

Back along the track to Aputula/ Finke then heading into the
Lambert’s Centre – you’re smack bang, in the middle point of
Australia – This is the centre of the outback! We’ll follow the
Ghan Line to Titjikala/Maryvale and more adventure driving to
the towering sandstone column of Chambers Pillar that
dominates the skyline and so photogenic. Making camp for the
night, witness the landscape at its most vivid - during sunset.

Q. What can’t I bring with me on the tour?

• The cost of any Wi-Fi usage that may be charged
during the tour;

You are not permitted to bring the following on the tour:

• Telephone calls;

• Alcohol;

• Laundry costs

• Drugs (unless it is prescription medication which Oztrax is
given seven (7) days prior notice of)

• The cost of any transport that is not included and specifically
mentioned in the tour details;

• Food and/or drinks without prior permission.

DAY THREE

Q. What type of accommodation can I expect on the tour?

• The provision of your own sleeping bag and personal items;
and

Early morning sunlight invites yet more photography, before
a day of dynamic outback scenery and 4WD adventures.
Moving onto further postcard shot opportunities we’ll camp
in the Rainbow Valley Conservation Reserve a wilderness and
wildlife haven and stunning layered sandstone - where the
Golden Hour light will delight your camera lens.

DAY FOUR

After breakfast, it’s on to bird watching hotspot Lawrence
Gorge and further into Owen Springs National Park. A
well-kept local secret, this reserve is rich in native wildlife,
natural beauty and territory history of The Owen Springs
Homestead ruins. We adventure onto the dramatic
Angkerle/Standley Chasm carved out through the ages, to
round out the tour, before returning to Alice Springs.
4 DAY TOUR $895 pp*
Minimum size : 2 people
* We tailor each trip to you, so prices are approximate. Get in touch for an individual quote.
** Some site entry fees may apply.

Accommodation will sometimes be bush camping facilities
which means that toilets and showers may sometimes not be
available with some accommodation.

• Any accommodation upgrade.
• This will also include any other specific exclusions that may
be outlined for the tour on the Website.

Accommodation can be upgraded at your own cost if
this is available.

Q. Will I have access to Wi-Fi and be able to make
telephone calls?

Q. Are there any rules or customs I must follow?

As our tours go to rural and remote undeveloped areas Wi-Fi
may not be accessible and you may not be able to make
telephone calls.

You must follow and be respectful of all laws, rules, customs
and religious beliefs during the tour including all Indigenous
laws, rules, customs and religious beliefs and much of the rural
land and remote undeveloped areas attended during the tour
are owned by the Indigenous people of Australia.

Q. If I decide to change my mind can I receive a refund?
Please refer to the Terms and Conditions for the full
cancellation policy.

Q. What risks are associated with the tour?

Q. Do I need medical/travel insurance?

You may be travelling to rural land and remote undeveloped
areas which can be dangerous as nature may intervene with
flooding and/or the collapse of any natural rock formation.
Your participation in activities like bush walking and swimming
may also involve certain risks and dangers. Some tours may
include visits and overnight stays in areas located some

It is a compulsory requirement that you have nationwide
ambulance cover. Our tours go to rural and remote
undeveloped areas and the cost of ambulance attendance,
including the flying doctor, can be expensive.
It is advisable that you take out comprehensive travel
insurance before you travel.
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